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Variable Height Refuelling Steps

Semmco is a UK leader in design, engineering and manufacture of
ground support equipment and aviation access platforms. The company
is committed to safety, quality and reliability by implementing innovative
designs for its world market.

As a result of demands from customers, Semmco has designed and
engineered variable height refuelling steps for the A380, B787 and
current generation aircraft.
The variable height range from 2.5m – 3.75m gives a refuelling height of
approximately 5.45m. This offers a further 1.5m when compared with
other fixed height models.

Manufactured from light weight, high rigidity aluminium construction and
providing a weight reduction of 2/3 over steel, this allows the steps to be
easily towed and manoeuvrable by one person with easy to activate
stability jacks.

The fuelling system is configured either with single or double sided
refuelling equipment.

The steps and the platform are made from an antiskid surface making
them suitable for working in all weather conditions.
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About Semmco:
Semmco, established in 1993, is a design, engineering and manufacturing company offering a range of specialist
services to the rail, aviation, industrial and military markets for service and maintenance of rolling stock, planes
and specialist equipment and plant. The company is known as a UK leader for quality in its field.
Within the Rail market Semmco designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of access solutions - Rail
Roof Access, Rail Access Steps, Rail Front Access Steps, Rail Modular Access Steps and Rail Fixed Gantry.
Within the Aviation market, Semmco designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of access solutions
- Aircraft Engine Access, Engineer Maintenance steps, Cargo Bay Access and among other access platforms.
Providing engineering design and consultancy for special projects and bespoke customer requirements, the
company is committed to quality, safety and reliability through innovative designs, while manufacturing cost
effective engineered solutions.
Based in Woking, Surrey, the company supplies equipment across the UK and around the world.
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